Break and enter
In a recent podcast, contemporary artists Keltie Ferris and Peter Halley mull over the
challenges and mysteries that present themselves when making paintings. They have known one
another for some time – Halley was Ferris’ teacher at the Yale School of Art – and their conversation
meanders in tangents, exploring the decisions that have built their painting practices. Both artists
could be seen to be working within contemporary abstraction (although Halley refutes this in the
podcast). Ferris makes gestural paintings using spray paint, airbrush and stencilling techniques;
Halley creates hard-edged works in a jarring acidic palette that reference prisons and cells. Both
artists are united by their interests in the fragment representing the whole, colour, forms of
networks and freeing painting from its predecessors, and they flit back and forth from art history as
they unpack their lineages.
At one point in the podcast, Abstract Expressionist icon Joan Mitchell comes up. Halley
states, on looking at her works: “They drive me crazy, they’re so tortured!” i The expression seems to
come with both surprise and reverence, as if he didn’t expect Mitchell’s paintings could do that, and
as if they had only recently hit him with their full intensity. Mitchell’s paintings are intense. Made
often using sky blues, greens, lilacs and golden yellows on crisp white grounds, they are frequently
read as being of nature – a reference encouraged by Mitchell herself when she declared some of her
early pieces “expressionist landscapes.” With nature too often perceived as a controllable and
sweet-tempered other in the West – a somewhere and something separate from humans, not an
uncontrollable force to which we belong – I wonder if this reference has diluted readings of her work
from time to time, making these paintings seem more passive than they are.
Mitchell’s paintings, for the most part, are ferocious and obsessive, made of many stabbing
gestures embroiled in frenetic whirlpools of intensifying colour. They are like birds smashing into
each other in flight. Bombs of confetti, blood, guts, garbage, streamers. The sonic fireworks of road
rage. If natural, they are heavily weighted clouds bringing storms; less often, whispery ones swelling
for a light shower. The marks in Mitchell’s work come from a place of deep physicality, drama and
gusto. I think about Mitchell when I look at the paintings of Georgia Biggs.
I visited Biggs’ studio when her works for Firefighter were either complete or almost there.
Located in Melbourne’s inner west, her studio is a long room without windows, where the
institutional hum of fluorescent lights provides an even and unaffected glow for making paintings. At
the end of the space, a dozen huge works huddled like odd architectures, their faces to the wall, bars
exposed. Paint congealed in piles, like ant mounds sporadically spewing out across the floor, scarring
the walls, too.
On her large, raised desk was a stack of small waxy drawings. Their colours were saturated
blues and magentas – a jarring yet paradoxically analogous combination, replete with scratches that
revealed other colours and marks underneath. The wax drawings show something of a singular set of
actions that are built again and again into Biggs’ large paintings in different ways. Also, the magenta
reminded me of what German artist Albert Oehlen once said about his “psychopathic” tree paintings
from around 2015: “Magenta is a hysterical colour somehow.” ii
Despite my unease around using the word hysterical in relation to artwork made by a
woman, I kept thinking about Biggs and her energy in connection to Oehlen’s. On the internet, there
is a videoiii that was uploaded during the height of the pandemic of Oehlen’s studio process, set to
music created by German artist Tim Berresheim – a rollercoaster of noise, high-pitched glitches and
low drones. In the video, Oehlen mixes paint until it gets muddier and more contaminated with

random rubbish, other colours, crusty and thickening old medium. Oehlen then trails the paint
mixture across the surface of an almost-there painting he created at some earlier stage. The effect is
mesmerising and wonderful, but also quite hysterical, neurotic, joyful in an ecstatic way, cathartic as
if Oehlen was receiving something delirious from the painting just as he was giving everything to it
via an umbilical-like connection.
Biggs’ new exhibition Firefighter features seven large-scale paintings made over the course
of three years. The extended time taken to make these works does not speak of labour but a shared
experience between the artist and the paintings – a figuring out of things together, not of an artist
doing “work” by adding elements to a painting through a well-understood process until it reaches
completion in a certain period of time. Biggs could never plan how long a painting would take her
and would refuse a short deadline; her process involves going to the studio and giving and taking
from the work until a rendition of the piece hits its existential chord. Unifying this body of work is a
mysterious swirling motif that seems to move, like a weather pattern or a set of eyes, across and
through the paintings. Sometimes these swirls and circles appear as clear and individual forms
reminiscent of Mitchell’s bundles of energy, while at other times they show themselves more
obliquely as a compositional force or centrifuge within the field.
Biggs’ highly physical process is spontaneous and involves layering materials, colours and
gestures onto the surface of her works during committed and physical studio visits. At times the
paintings are hung on the wall, while at other times they are laid on the floor so Biggs can pour and
manipulate greater quantities of liquid media on their surface. Keep in mind, these paintings are
large, and as each layer is added, they amass weight; moving the pieces is a physical act unto itself. A
studio day is complete when the work needs to dry or because Biggs is utterly exhausted from the
intensity of the process. When she returns, the painting and the artist pick up where they left off,
adding depth through another medium or through an intense process of excavation and removal
(Biggs often uses Stanley knives or other sharp objects to scrape back into her paintings' densely
built surfaces).
Like the actions taken to create such epic works, the mediums she chooses are also varied:
oil paint, glue, ink, painting mediums and paper to name just a few; materials whose chemistry or
historical use suggests they maybe shouldn’t go together, but, somehow, they work. There is
nothing delicate or planned about how Biggs paints. Instead, there is an understanding of materials,
colour and gesture, a commitment to each layer, and deep faith in the process.
It would be near impossible to experience Biggs' work and not be reminded of a series of
post-war abstract painting movements that sprung up across the world in the mid-twentieth
century, fuelled by a psychological imperative and a mix of anger, trauma and passion at the thencurrent state of things. In 2011, American artist Amy Sillman went to bat for Abstract Expressionism
and more recent practices that have looked to it for inspiration or belonging. iv Sillman opens by
unpacking the age-old machismo with which the movement is associated. Unimpressed by the
conservative “gender essentialism” layered on these works, and the movement's degradation by
certain writers who labelled it as “vulgar,” she chooses to relate these assertions to Susan Sontag’s
essay from 1964, “Notes on Camp”: “The old-style dandy hated vulgarity. The new-style dandy, the
lover of Camp, appreciates vulgarity.”v
Vulgarity (perhaps like hysteria) comes to mind when I look at Biggs’ works, with sincere
appreciation. The paintings in Firefighter are great-looking images but they are even more incredible
objects. To be with these works in person reminds you of how material feels, of how it is human and
imperfect (thus, perfect). Being with these works reminds me that making paintings like these

cancels out the rejection of expressive practices and intuitive knowledge (not just within painting
but also more broadly in society) and instead revels in what the body knows how to do – a
connection that Sillman was not surprised has been adopted by queer and women artists in exciting
ways post-Abstract Expressionism. I can’t help but think of how the Gutai artists of Japan sought to
free painting from the frame, making not “kaiga” (traditional paintings) but “e” – a term they coined
for “expanded painting"; and French artist Jean Fautrier of the European Tachisme movement, with
his gritty surfaces that expressed the trauma of the time but still resonated with their jewel-like
beauty. As per Sontag, vulgarity is not a dirty word.
Returning to Sillman, she describes how American painter, printmaker and draughtsperson
Elizabeth Murray taught the students in her class at art school “to break and enter painting.”vi I
reflect on this idea when I think of Biggs’ work but also when I consider the title of her exhibition,
Firefighter. What is needed to enter into a scenario or contract in which you make work from such a
vulnerable place, where you are aware of the battle (in the work and potentially in yourself) when
you head off to the studio that day? To break and enter painting might be seen as a way of
expanding painting from its traditional histories. It might be about how the object of painting can be
deconstructed and presented in an alternative way. But to break and enter painting could also be a
physical and psychological strength required to make Biggs’ kind of work, a commitment to embrace
all the intensities that process throws up, and the tenacity in knowing that, through those
interactions, something vital and of abundant energy will come to be.
Written by Laura Skerlj
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